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1 Introduction

In recent studies of anaphora, it has been agreed that the notions of “logophoricity”
and “point of view” (POV) are crucial factors for the licensing of certain anaphoric
expressions. These terms, however, have had varied definitions and often have been
confounded with each other. In this article, I will argue (i) that the three types of
linguistic point of view, namelyempathy (à la Kuno), logophoricity, and spatio-
temporal (“deictic”) perspective must be kept apart, and (ii) that the empathic and
logophoric perspectives play important but separate roles in binding; certain anaphoric
expressions are bound to a logophoric individual (attitude holder), while others refer
to the speaker’s “empathy locus” within the relevant domain. I will also discuss impli-
cations of these points on the general typology of anaphora, and propose a preliminary
formal analysis of anaphora based on empathy.

2 Three types of linguistic point of view

In this section, I will argue that three notions which are referred to as (linguistic) per-
spectives, i.e. empathy, logophoricity, and deictic perspective, must be conceptually
distinguished, and they play distinct roles in anaphora.

2.1 Empathy and logophoricity

2.1.1 Terminological clarifications and problems

Let us start with the distinction between empathy and logophoricity. The notion of
logophoricity was first pointed out, in the seventies, on data from some African lan-
guages, which have a special kind of pronoun –logophoric pronouns– that appears in
indirect discourse environments and exclusively refers to the agent of reported speech
or thought. In certain languages (e.g. Japanese, Icelandic), so-called long-distance re-
flexives carry the same function (see Huang 2000 for an overview).

Certain (but not all) logophors (logophoric pronouns and the logophoric use of re-
flexives) have an extended use to represent the speaker’s point of view orempathy
(with participants of the described event). The logophoric and empathic uses of refer-
ential expressions have been often confounded and grouped together; certain authors
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suggest extending the notion of “logophoricity” so that it covers the notion of point of
view/empathy (Sells 1987; Reinhart and Reuland 1993). However, it can be shown that
logophoricity and empathy play distinct roles in binding. Similar remarks have been
made by at least two authors, Kuno (1978) and Culy (1994, 1997). In the following,
I will first briefly overview the theory of linguistic empathy (2.1.2), and then point
out evidence to support the logophoric/empathic distinction in anaphora, drawing on
Japanese data (2.1.3). Data on logophoric and empathic anaphora in languages other
than Japanese will be provided in section 3.

2.1.2 What is empathy?

Kuno (1987) defines the notion of empathy as follows:

(1) Empathy: Empathy is the speaker’s identification, which may vary in degree,
with a person/thing that participates in the event or state that he describes in a
sentence.
Degree of Empathy: The degree of the speaker’s empathy withx, E(x), ranges
from 0 to 1, with E(x) = 1 signifying his total identification withx, and E(x) =
0 a total lack of identification.

(Kuno 1987:206)

The empathy relation (the ranking based on the speaker’s empathy) among partici-
pants correlate with various factors, such as person, topicality, animacy, and social
situation, as well as logophoricity and spatio-temporal deixis. The linguistic phenom-
ena on which linguistic empathy has direct or indirect effects include various types of
syntactic alternation (e.g. passivization, dative alternation, direct-inverse alternation),
nominal obviation, split case marking, reference tracking, and anaphora (Kuno 1987;
DeLancey 1981; Nariyama 2003; Oshimato appear).

Certain lexical items are said to directly encode the speaker’s empathy; the Japanese
giving verbsyaru andkureruare one example. They share the same core meaning and
case frame, but differ with respect to how the empathy relation among participants is
encoded:yaru is used when the action is looked at from the point of view of the referent
of the subject or the neutral (objective) point of view, whereaskureru is used when the
event is described from the point of view of the referent of the dative object.

(2) a. Taro-ga
T.-Nom

Hanako-ni
H.-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta.
give-Past

‘Taro gave Hanako a book.’
b. Taro-ga

T.-Nom
Hanako-ni
H.-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta.
give-Past

‘Taro gave Hanako a book.’

(2a) and (2b) both describe a situation in which Taro gives a book to Hanako, but (2a)
with yarudescribes it from Taro’s or the neutral perspective and (2b) withkurerufrom
Hanako’s.
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Yaruandkurerucan be used either as giving verbs (main verbs) or auxiliary bene-
factive verbs:

(3) yaru (give): E(Agent)≥E(Recipient)
kureru(give): E(Recipient)>E(Agent)
-yaru (benefactive aux. verb): E(Benefactor)≥E(Beneficiary)
-kureru(benefactive aux. verb): E(Beneficiary)>E(Benefactor)

The participant that receives the highest degree of empathy within a clause is called
theempathy locus. A number of constraints on possible or favored choices of empathic
point of view have been discussed in previous studies. To give two examples:

(4) Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy: The speaker cannot empathize with someone
else more than with himself.

E(speaker)≥E(other)

(Kuno 1987:212)

(5) (violation of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Boku-ga
I-Nom

Taro-ni
T.-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

yat-ta.
give-Past.

‘I gave the book to Taro.’
b. *Boku-ga

I-Nom
Taro-ni
T.-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

kure-ta.
give-Past.

(6) Topic Empathy Hierarchy: Given an event or state that involves A and B such
that A is coreferential with the topic of the present discourse and B is not, it is
easier for the speaker to empathize with A than with B.

E(discourse topic)≥E(non-topic)

(Kuno 1987:210)

(7) (violation of the Topic Empathy Hierarchy)

a. Taro-wa
T.-Top

saikin
recently

keiki-ga
business-Nom

i-i.
good-Pres

Dareka-ga
someone-Nom

(kare-ni)
he-Dat

okane-o
money-Acc

{yat/kure}-ta-ni-tigai-nai.
give-Past-probably.

‘Taro is prosperous these days. Someone must have given him money.’
b. Taro-wa

T.-Top
saikin
recently

okane-ni
money-Dat

komatte-i-ru.
have.trouble-Asp-Pres

(Kare-wa)
he-Top

dareaka-ni
someone-Dat

okane-o
money-Acc

{yat/*kure}-ta-ni-tigai-nai.
give-Past-probably.

‘Taro is short of money these days. He must have given his money to
somebody.’

In (5), the actor participant is the speaker and thus the use ofkurerucauses the violation
of the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy. (7) illustrates that a discourse topic must receive
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at least as much empathy as a non-discourse topic.
While the effect of empathy is presumably present in all languages (Kuno and

Kaburaki 1977:670), how and in what domains it manifests itself varies from lan-
guage to language. Japanese, for example, has a more extensive inventory of syn-
tactic/morphological devices that reflect the empathy relation than English. In certain
languages, linguistic representation of the empathy relation is even more pervasive and
systematic than in Japanese; in my recent article (Oshimato appear), I demonstrated
that syntactic phenomena known as the syntactic direction (the direct/inverse opposi-
tion) and nominal obviation, which are attested in a wide variety of language groups
such as Algonquian (e.g. Cree), Athabaskan (e.g. Navajo), and Tibeto-Burman (e.g.
Jinghpaw) can be best understood as devices to encode restrictions on the empathy
relation.

2.1.3 The logophoric/empathic distinction: Japanese zibun

Japanesezibun has at least three distinct uses: reflexive, logophoric, and empathic
(perspectival) (Oshima 2004).1 Reflexivezibun must be co-argument bound and is
free from empathy constraints; empathiczibuncan be long-distance bound and must
be the empathy locus of the minimal clause or NP containing it. In (8a), the empathy-
locus requirement of empathiczibuncannot be satisfied as it conflicts with the empathy
relation designated byyaru (see (3)); in (8b), in contrast, the use ofzibunis consistent
with the empathy relation encoded bykureru.

(8) a. *Taroi-wa
T.-Top

[Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

zibuni-ni
zibun-Dat

yat-ta]
give-Past

hon-o
book-Acc

yon-da.
read-Past

(Taroi read the book Hanako gave to himi.)
b. Taroi-wa

T.-Top
[Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

zibuni-ni
zibun-Dat

kure-ta]
give-Past

hon-o
book-Acc

yon-da.
read-Past

‘Taroi read the book Hanako gave to himi.’

The logophoric and empathic uses ofzibun look similar in that they are both long-
distance bound (and thus are often confounded; Abe 1997; Sells 1987); however, they
must be distinguished for empirical reasons, such as the following:

(9) (i) Compatibility with first person pronouns : Logophoriczibun can co-
occur with a first person pronoun, while empathiczibun cannot; this is
because both the speaker and the referent of empathiczibunare required
to be the (local) empathy locus, and this causes a conflict (Kuno 1978).

(ii) Possibility of non-subject/discourse binding: Only logophoriczibuncan
be bound to a non-subject or extrasentential antecedent (Kameyama 1984;
Oshima 2004).

(iii) De seinterpretation : Only logophoriczibuninduces ade seinterpretation
(Oshima 2004, 2006a; cf. Schlenker 2003).

1I leave it an open question whether different “uses” ofzibuncorrespond to separate lexical items (i.e.
zibunis ambiguous at the lexical level) or different sets of licensing conditions.
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Detailed data to illustrate these points can be found in the references above. For now,
let us just observe that logophoriczibun, unlike empathiczibun, can co-occur with a
first person pronoun:

(10) a. Taroi-wa
T.-Top

[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibuni-o
self-Acc

but-ta]
hit-Past

koto-o
fact-Acc

mada
still

urande-i-ru.
resent-Asp-Pres

‘Taroi still resents that I hit himi.’
b. *Taroi-wa

T.-Top
[boku-ga
I-Nom

zibuni-ni
self-Dat

kasi-ta]
lend-Past

okane-o
money-Acc

nakusite-simat-ta
lose-end.up-Past

rasii.
it.seems
’It seems that Taroi lost the money I lent to himi.’

(Kuno 1978:212,213)

Such logophoric/empathic ambiguity of referential expressions is also found in
other languages, such as Mandarin (Huang and Liu 2001), certain African languages
including Ewe (Culy 1997), etc., as will be discussed in section 3.

2.2 Empathy and deixis

2.2.1 Correlations between empathy and deixis

Next, let us consider the relation between the empathic and deictic perspectives. It is
commonly believed that the deictic center matches (or even equals) the empathy locus
of the sentence (Culy 1997; Sells 1987); the facts are, however, much more compli-
cated. First of all, the term “deictic center” has been often used loosely and without
a proper definition. It is, in fact, questionable that there is a unitary notion of deictic
center that is relevant to different classes of deictic expressions. Let us consider what
counts as the “center”, which I take to mean “the object relative to which the mean-
ing (content) of a deictic expression is determined”, for three major classes of deictic
expressions: (i) indexicals (e.g.I, this), (ii) deictic motion verbs (e.g.come). and (iii)
deictic angular expressions (e.g.to the right (of)).

(i) Indexicals
The meaning (content) of indexicals (including demonstratives), such asI, this, and
now, is rigidly determined by the context of utterance and demonstrative acts that ac-
company it (Kaplan 1977). The first person pronounI, for example, can only refer to
the speaker, but not “an individual the speaker mentally identifies himself with”, etc.
Similarly, this in its demonstrative use can only refer to the object that the speaker
points to at the utterance time and that is in the proximity of the speaker, but not an
object that “a contextually salient individual” (who is not the speaker) points or has
pointed to. In this sense, the speaker’s choice of point of view does not affect the
use/referent of an indexical. For an indexical, the center is always the context of utter-
ance, which is standardly treated as a tuple of the agent (the speaker), the addressee,
the time of utterance, etc.

(ii) Deictic motion verbs
It has been widely believed thatgo (and its counterparts in other languages) describes
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motion from the deictic center, whereascome(and its counterparts in other languages)
describes motion to(ward) the deictic center (Talmy 1975, among others; cf. Fillmore
1997). The deictic center typically matches the speaker, but it can be “shifted” to some
other individual, as in:

(11) a. Can I come visit you?
(center = the addressee)

b. John was preparing a meal. Then, the cat came to him.
(center = John)

In Oshima (2006b), I proposed and argued for an alternative analysis of motion
deixis, where deictic verbs refer to a contextually providedsetof individuals, which
is called RP (reference point(s)), rather than to a specific entity. Roughly,go (and its
counterparts in other languages) requires that there beno member of the RP be at the
goal, whilecome(and its counterparts in other languages) require thatsomemember
of the RP be at the goal. What can/must be a member of the RP is determined by
person-based constraints, which vary to some extent across languages; in English, for
instance:2

(12) Constraints on the RP in English:

a. The speaker is always a member of the RP.
b. It is preferred for the addressee to be a member of the RP as well.
c. A third person entity can be chosen as a member of the RP only if neither

the speaker nor the addressee is the theme (moving entity).

Whether we take the traditional, entity-based analysis or the alternative set-based
analysis, the center forgo/comediffers from that forI, this, etc., in that it can vary (to
some extent) based on the speaker’s choice.

(iii) Deictic angular expressions
Expressions liketo the right (of)andin front (of), which encode a spatial relation be-
tween two objects on a horizontal plane, are often called deictic in the sense that their
interpretation is context-dependent (Fillmore 1997; Iida 1996; Levelt 1984, among
others). To properly understand what serves as the “center” for deictic angular expres-
sions, it is important to note two characteristics of theirs. The first is that they are
often ambiguous between their “intrinsic” and “relative” interpretations in the sense

2One advantage of this set-based analysis is that it can account for the asymmetry illustrated below:

(i) a. Can I{??go/come} visit you?
b. Will you {*go/come} visit me?

Under the assumption thatgo andcomerefer to a specific individual that serves as the “center”, it would
be difficult to explain whycomeis preferred in both (ia) and (ib). (ia), on the one hand, suggests that it
is preferred for the addressee, instead of the speaker, to be chosen as the center. (ib), on the other hand,
suggests the opposite, i.e., the speakermustbe chosen as the center over the addressee. The set-based
analysis described above correctly predicts the preferred choices in (ia) and (ib), as by the constraints stated
in (12) the RP typically contains both the speaker and the addressee (in English) and thuscomeis the favored
choice as long as either the speaker or the addressee is at the goal.
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of Levinson (2003) (cf. Levelt 1984).3 The spatial relation in an intrinsic frame of
reference (I.F.O.R.) is a binary relation between a target object and a reference ob-
ject; the relevant coordinates are determined with respect to the intrinsic facets (top-
bottom/front-back/right-left) of the reference object. The spatial relation in a relative
frame of reference (R.F.O.R.), on the other hand, is a ternary relation among a tar-
get object, a reference object, and an origin (“viewpoint”) distinct from the reference
object.

(13) I looked at the ball to the right of the chair.4

I.F.O.R.:
target object = the ball
reference object = the chair

(14) I looked at the ball to the right of the tree (from my viewpoint).

R.F.O.R.:
target object = the ball
reference object = the tree
origin = the speaker

The second is that the reference object for an intrinsic angular expression and the
origin for a relative angular expression can be left implicit (this is indeed the reason
they are called deictic). An implicit argument is typically understood as the speaker
or the addressee, but this is not always the case. (15), for example, allows the reading
where the reference object is John; for (16), the most natural interpretation is the one
where the reference object is the bike:

(15) John spoke to the man to the right.

I.F.O.R.:
target object = the man
reference object = the speaker/the addressee/John

(16) The bike fell to the right.

I.F.O.R.:
target object = the location toward which the bike fell
reference object = ??the speaker/??the addressee/the bike

The following example illustrates a case of underspecification of the origin of a R.F.O.R.:

(17) John is looking at the ball to the right of the tree.

R.F.O.R.:
target object = the ball
reference object = the tree
origin = the speaker/the addressee/John

3Or to put it differently, “deictic angular expressions” is a cover term for spatial expressions that receive
either the intrinsic or relative interpretation. Levinson (2003) chooses not refer to any type of angular ex-
pression as “deictic”, for the reason that it blurs the distinction of the relative/intrinsic conception of spatial
relation. I believe that this terminology is sensible.

4(13) allows a relative interpretation too, with an underspecified origin; see below.
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When (i) an angular expression has only two explicit arguments (the target object and
the reference object) and (ii) the reference object has intrinsic facets, a sentence-level
ambiguity (between the intrinsic and relative interpretations) may arise:

(18) I looked at the ball to the right of the chair.

a. intrinsic interpretation
target object = the ball
reference object = the chair

b. relative interpretation
target object = the ball
reference object = the chair
origin = the speaker, etc.

In the literature, it is common to refer to the origin of a R.F.O.R.and the reference
object of an I.F.O.R. that is sentientas “the center”. On the other hand, when the ref-
erence object of an I.F.O.R. is non-sentient, as in (13) and (16) (on the interpretation
where the reference object is the bike), it is not usually called the center (Iida 1996;
Levelt 1984). This convention, however, has no valid motivation. If we want to use the
term “center” for deictic angular expressions consistently, it must be understood as the
cover term for “the argument slots which can be contextually filled”, i.e. the reference
object of an I.F.O.R. and the origin of a R.F.O.R.5

The observations made so far, which are summarized below, clearly show that there
is no unitary notion of deictic center, which can be simply equated with the empathy
locus:6

5Another option is not to use the term “deictic” in the first place; see note 3.
6A deictic expression is calledshiftablewhen its referent is not fully determined by the identities of the

speaker/addressee and their spatio-temporal locations.
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center shiftable?
indexicals the context of utterance no
deictic motion
verbs

the contextually provided
set of individuals (RP)

yes

intrinsic angular
expressions

the reference object yes

relative angular
expressions

the origin yes

Table 1: the “center” for the four major classes of deictic expression

There are, however, interesting correlations between deictic expressions and empa-
thy. First, an individual that the speaker empathizes with tends to be a member of the
RP (i.e., motion toward such an individual tends to be described with ‘come’). In (19),
the use of -yaru and -kureru indicates that the speaker empathizes with the benefactor
and the beneficiary, respectively; in (20), the use of empathiczibun indicates that the
speaker empathizes with its referent:

(19) a. Taro-wa
T.-Top

Hanako-no
H.-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

todoke-ni-{it/ki}-ta.
deliver-go/come-Past

‘Taro went/came to deliver the book to Hanako.’
b. Taro-wa

T.-Top
Hanako-no
H.-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

todoke-ni-{itte/??kite}-yat-ta.
deliver-go/come-Ben-Past

‘Taro went/came to deliver the book to Hanakoi for heri sake.’
c. Taro-wa

T.-Top
Hanako-no
H.-Gen

tokoro-ni
place-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

todoke-ni-{??itte/kite}-kure-ta.
deliver-go/come-Ben-Past
‘Taro went/came to deliver the book to Hanakoi for heri sake.’7

(20) a. Taroi-wa,
T.-Top

Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

karei-o
he-Acc

tazunete-{it/ki}-ta
visit-{go/come}-Past

noni,
though

irusu-o
pretended.absence-Acc

tukat-ta.
use-Past

‘Although Hanako went/came to visit him, Taro pretended not to be home.’
b. Taroi-wa,

T.-Top
Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

zibuni-o
self-Acc

tazunete-{??it/ki}-ta
visit-{go/come}-Past

noni,
though

irusu-o
pretended.absence-Acc

tukat-ta.
use-Past

‘Although Hanako went/came to visit him, Taro pretended not to be at
home.’

Second, an individual that the speaker empathizes with tends to be interpreted as the
origin for a relative angular expression. In (21b),yaru indicates that the speaker em-

7(19c) with iku ‘go’ is acceptable on an interpretation where the beneficiary is an individual other than
Hanako (e.g. the speaker).
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pathizes with Taro, and it is most natural to choose him as the origin ofmigigawa‘to
the right’; similarly, in (21c),kureruindicates that the speaker empathizes with Hanako
and it is most natural to choose her as the origin ofmigigawa. In (22b,c),zibun(in its
empathic use) indicates that the speaker empathizes with Taro/Hanako respectively,
and again this makes it more natural to choose him/her as the origin formigigawa.

(21) Taro-wa
T.-Top

Hanako-ni
H.-Dat

teeburu-no
table-Gen

migigawa-no
right-Gen

otoko-o
man-Acc

{a. syookai-si-ta / b. syookai-site-yat-ta / c. syookai-site-kure-ta}.
{introduce-Past/introduce-Ben-Past/introduce-Ben-Past}
a. ‘Taro introduced to Hanako the man to the right of the table from

his/?her/my/your viewpoint.’
b. ‘Taro introduced to Hanako the man to the right of the table from

his/?*her/(?)my/(?)your viewpoint, for her sake.’
c. ‘Taro introduced to Hanako the man to the right of the table from

?*his/her/?my/?your viewpoint, for her sake.’

(22) Taroi-wa
T.-Top

Hanakoj-ni
H.-Dat

{a. sono / b.zibuni-no / c.zibunj-no}
{that/self-Gen/self-Gen}

hon-o
book-Acc

teeburu-no
table-Gen

migigawa-ni
right-Dat

ok-ase-ta.
put-Caus-Past

a. ‘Taroi had Hanakoj put the book to the right of the table from
hisi/herj /my/your viewpoint.’

b. ‘Taroi had Hanakoj put hisi book to the right of the table from
hisi/??herj /(?)my/(?)your viewpoint.’

c. ‘Taroi had Hanakoj put herj book to the right of the table from
??hisi/herj /(?)my/(?)your viewpoint.’

Furthermore, when the reference object for a deictic angular expression receives a high
degree of empathy, the intrinsic interpretation is elicited (see Hirose 2000:150 for a
similar remark).8 (23a,b) are potentially ambiguous between the intrinsic/relative in-
terpretations, Taro being the reference object (on either interpretation). The use of
empathiczibunin (23b), however, makes the intrinsic interpretation predominant.

(23) a. Taroi-wa
T.-Top

{karei-no/φ}
he-Gen/φ

migigawa-no
right-Gen

otoko-to
man-with

hanasi-ta.
speak-Past

‘Taro spoke to the man to his right.’ (intrinsic interpretation)
‘Taro spoke to the man to the right of him (from the speaker’s perspec-

8It is not clear to me why this is the case. It is interesting to note, however, that a similar effect can be
illustrated with a regular pronoun and aself-pronoun in English (see also section 3.2):

(i) a. Johni spoke to the man to the right of himselfi.
(the intrinsic interpretation is predominant)

b. Johni spoke to the man to hisi right.
(the intrinsic interpretation is preferred; the relative interpretation is possible too)

c. Johni spoke to the man to the right of himi.
(the relative interpretation is preferred; the intrinsic interpretation is possible too)
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tive).’ (relative interpretation)
b. Taroi-wa

T.-Top
zibuni-no
self-Gen

migigawa-no
right-Gen

otoko-to
man-with

hanasi-ta.
speak-Past

‘Taro spoke to the man to his right.’ (intrinsic interpretation)
??‘Taro spoke to the man to the right of him (from the speaker’s perspec-
tive).’ (relative interpretation)

2.2.2 Anaphora based on deixis?

Iida (1996) argues that certain long-distance anaphors, in particularzibun, are bound to
the deictic center. The deixis-based analysis ofzibun, however, has crucial problems,
which make it less plausible than the empathy-based analysis. First of all, it is built on
the problematic assumption that there is an independently motivated notion of deictic
center, which is relevant to many, if not all, types of deictic expressions.

Furthermore, the deixis-based analysis is challenged by potential mismatches be-
tween the referent ofzibunand the “center” for deictic expressions. As data like (22)
illustrate, deictic expressions can be anchored to individuals other than the referent of
zibun(e.g. the speaker). To deal with the mismatch problem, Iida proposes that deictic
expressions likemigigawa‘right’ are “perspective creating”, i.e. they can induce per-
spective on their own, whereaszibun is “perspective sensitive” and must be bound to
an entity whose perspective has been established in the context. Iida’s formulation is
designed to predict that matching between the referent ofzibunand the deictic center
is strictly enforced only in a case like (24b), but not in a case like (22b,c):9

(24) a. Taroi-wa
T.-Top

{Taroi/karei}-no
{T./he}-Gen

migigawa-ni
right-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

oi-ta.
put-Past

(i) ‘Taroi put the book on hisi right.’
(ii) ‘Taroi put the book on the right of himi (from the speaker’s per-

spective).’
b. Taroi-wa

T.-Top
zibuni-no
self-Gen

migigawa-ni
right-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

oi-ta.
put-Past

(i) ‘Taroi put the book on hisi right.’
(ii) *‘Taroi put the book on the right of himi (from the speaker’s per-

spective).’
(adapted from Iida 1996:162; the judgements are Iida’s)

The perspective creating/sensitive distinction introduces unmotivated complica-
tions to grammar. Such complications are unnecessary within the empathy-based analy-
sis, as empathiczibunand the empathy locus of the relevant domain always coincide.

9The (potential) ambiguity illustrated in (24) isnot about perspective, but rather about the frame of
reference for the interpretation ofmigigawa‘right’. On interpretation (i) of (24a,b),migigawais interpreted
as bound to an I.F.O.R. whose reference object is Taro; on interpretation (ii), in contrast, it is bound to a
R.F.O.R. which has the speaker as its origin and Taro as its reference object. A case can be made, however,
that (24ai) is a special case of a relative interpretation, where the reference object and the origin happen to
match.
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2.3 Logophoricity and deixis

As Schlenker (1999, 2003) points out, logophors can be considered instances ofsec-
ondary indexicals, i.e. counterparts of (primary) indexicals in reported discourse.

First person pronouns likeI and logophors share the same core meaning (character
in the Kaplanian sense); the only difference is that the former always refers to the
external context of utterance, while the latter refers to a secondary context introduced
by an utterance or attitude predicate.10 When a logophoric expression is used to refer
to the secondary agent of an utterance/attitude report, ade seinterpretation is induced,
or in other words, it is implied that the “original” utterance/attitude involved the notion
of ‘I’. The following examples from Japanese illustrate this point:

(25) a. Johni-wa
J.-Top

[zibuni-ga
self-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tasuke-ta]
help-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Johni believes that hei helped me.’
b. Johni-wa

J.-Top
[karei-ga
he-Nom

boku-o
I-Acc

tasuke-ta]
help-Past

to
Quot

omotte-i-ru.
believe-Asp-Pres

‘Johni believes that hei helped me.’

(26) (David = the speaker)
Situation 1: John believes: “I helped David”.
Situation 2: After reading his own biography, amnesic John comes to believe:
“This guy called John helped David”.

The use of logophoriczibunelicits thede seinterpretation, and thus (25a) is compatible
only with Situation 1, but not with Situation 2. On the other hand, (25b), which is with
a regular pronoun, is compatible either with Situation 1 or 2 (the contrast between ‘I’
and ‘he’ in the original belief is neutralized).11

3 Cross-linguistic considerations

With (i) the distinction between logophoric and empathic binding and (ii) the integra-
tion of logophors into the general group of secondary indexicals established, we can
develop a more adequate taxonomy of anaphoric expressions, as well as correctly cap-
ture typological generalizations on binding phenomena related to logophoricity and
empathy.

3.1 Languages with logophoric pronouns

In certain languages of Africa, shifted person indexicals have forms distinct from ordi-
nary pronouns or locally bound anaphors, and they are called logophoric pronouns. In

10Languages like Amharic and Zazaki have expressions that can be interpreted either with respect to the
external context, or a secondary context; e.g., the same form can be used to refer to either the external speaker
or a secondary agent (when it occurs in an indirect attitude report). Such expressions are calledall-purpose
indexicals(Schlenker 1999, 2003; Anand and Nevins 2004).

11In certain languages, under certain attitude verbs, a logophormustbe used to describe Situation 1 in (26)
(a reportmustbe in thede semode); Japanese is not subject to this constraint (see Oshima 2006a).
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languages like Ewe, logophoric pronouns have an extended use as empathy-sensitive
pronouns (“pov-o-phors” for short), which are long-distance bound in non-logophoric
environments like adverbial clauses.

(27) a. Kofii

Kofi
be
say

yèi/∗j-dzo.
log-leave

‘Kofi i said that hei left.’
b. ãEvi-ai

child-Det
xO
receive

tohehe
punishment

be
so.that

yèi-a-ga-da
log-Infl-tell

alakpa
lie

ake
again

o.
not

‘The childi received punishment so that hei [= logophoric pronoun] wouldn’t
tell lies again.’

(Ewe; Clements 1975:142,160)

In languages like Mundang, on the other hand, they are used only as secondary indexi-
cals (Culy 1994, 1997; Sells 1987; Clements 1975).

3.2 English

It is well known that the acceptability of “long distance-bound”self-pronouns (a.k.a.
picture noun reflexives) in English are sensitive to the speaker’s point of view (Reinhart
and Reuland 1993; Pollard and Sag 1992; Kuno 1987, among others):

(28) a. Johni was going to get even with Mary. That picture of himselfi in the
paper would really annoy her, as would the other stunts he had planned.

b. *Mary was quite taken aback by the publicity Johni was receiving. That
picture of himselfi in the paper had really annoyed her, and there was not
much she could do about it.

(Pollard and Sag 1992:274)

For this reason, they have been often referred to as “logophoric”. According to the tax-
onomy proposed in the present work, it is a misnomer to call them logophoric, as their
occurrence is not limited in utterance/attitude reports. They can rather be considered
pov-o-phoric; i.e., theself-pronouns have both reflexive and empathic uses (see also
note 8). Unlike the case of empathiczibun, etc., however, the distribution of empathic
self-pronouns is highly restricted; i.e., as a rule, they must be exempt from potential
local binders (but cf. Keller and Asudeh 2001).

In English, there are no specific forms for secondary agent indexicals (like lo-
gophoric pronouns), nor do reflexive forms have a use as secondary indexicals (like
in Japanese and Icelandic). A report with a regular pronoun likehe(e.g.,John believes
that he is a criminal), however, can be interpretedde se(Percus and Sauerland 2003);
a case can be made, thus, that pronouns likeheoccurring in utterance/attitude reports
are ambiguous between the regular and “logophoric” uses (see also Oshima 2006a).

3.3 Icelandic

In Icelandic, the formsig can be used either as a locally bound anaphor or as a sec-
ondary agent indexical, although in the former case it is typically realized as the com-
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plex formsjálfan sig(Hyams and Sigurjónsd́ottir 1990).

(29) a. Jón
Jon

rakar
shaves

sig
self

á hverjum degi.
every.day

‘Jon shaves every day.’
b. Jón

Jon
elskar
loves

sjálfan
self

sig.
self

‘Jon loves himself.’

(30) Jón
Jon

segir
says

aD
that

Maŕıa
Mary

elski
loves (subj.)

sig.
self

‘Joni says Mary loves himi.

Icelandicsig differs from Japanesezibun, however, in that it lacks the empathic use
(SigurDsson 1990; Maling 1984):

(31) *Jóni

Jon
yrDi
would-be (subj.)

glaDur
glad

ef
if

Sigga
Sigga

byDi
invited (subj.)

séri.
self

(Maling 1984:223)

(cf.) Taroi-wa,
T.-Top

mosi
if

Hanako-ga
H.-Nom

zibuni-o
selfi-Acc

syootai-site-kure-tara,
invite-Ben-Cond

ooyorokobi-suru-daroo.
be.delighted-will
‘Taroi will be very pleased if Hanako invites himi.’

3.4 Summary

The inventory of locally bound anaphors, logophors, and pov-o-phors of the languages
discussed above is summarized in the table below, which neatly illustrates that any two
of these three types of referential expressions can be encoded by the same form:
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loc. anaphor logophor “pov-o-phor”
Mundang,
etc.

refl. forms log. pronouns (no counterparts)

Ewe, etc. refl. forms log. pronouns log. pronouns

English self-pronouns he, etc. self-pronouns
(limited distribu-
tion)

Icelandic (sjálfan) sig sig (no counterparts)

Japanese zibun zibun zibun

Table 2: Homophony of locally-bound anaphors, logophors, and “pov-o-phors”

Based on observations from these languages, we can draw the following tentative gen-
eralizations: (i) logophors are either homophonous with personal pronouns or locally
bound anaphors, or are formally distinct from either, and (ii) pov-o-phors do not have
exclusive forms; if a language has pov-o-phors and has logophors formally distinct
from personal pronouns, pov-o-phors are homophonous with logophors; otherwise,
pov-o-phors may be homophonous with locally bound anaphors.

4 A formal analysis of anaphora based on empathy

In the past few decades, extensive studies have been made on syntactic/semantic prop-
erties of reflexive anaphors and logophors. There have been, in contrast, few attempts
to state the licensing conditions on “pov-o-phors” in formal terms. This section pro-
vides a preliminary formal analysis ofzibunin its empathic (pov-o-phoric) use, which
can be considered a first step to fill this gap.12

Semantically, the empathy relation (the relative degree to which entities are em-
pathized with by the speaker) can be treated as a contextually provided partially ordered
set (poset) of individuals. In Oshima (2006a), I proposed to add this poset, which is
named ER (Empathy Relation), to the tuple of context; accordingly, empathy-loaded
expressions (like Japaneseyaru/kureru) can be treated as instances of indexical expres-
sions.

(32) a context of utterance =〈agent, (addressee,) time,. . ., ER〉, where agent, ad-
dressee∈ U (the set of individuals), time∈ T (the set of times),. . ., andER
is a poset:〈U,≥emp〉

The empathy-sensitivity of empathiczibunhas relative and absolute aspects. On the
one hand, as pointed out by Kuno (1978), empathiczibunmust empathically outrank

12Besides the empathy-sensitivity, empathiczibunhas the property of subject-orientation, i.e. it must be
bound to a subject that commands it (Oshima 2004, among others). I leave out this (syntactic) aspect of
zibunbinding in the discussion to follow.
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all of its co-arguments in the local domain, i.e., the minimal clause or NP that contains
it. This is illustrated by (8a,b). On the other hand, even when empathiczibun is the
sole participant in the local domain (and thus the constraint in relative terms is trivially
satisfied), as in (22b), (22c) and (23b), its use indicates that the speaker empathizes with
its referent to a certain degree, in absolute terms (note that otherwise the interaction
betweenzibunand deictic expressions illustrated in (22) and (23) cannot be explained).

The latter (absolute) condition can be stated as a semantic definedness condition on
an anaphoric expression, parallel to person/number specifications on pronouns (Schlenker
2003; Cooper 1983):

(33) a. The logical form of empathiczibun: xi{+persp(xi)}
b. [[xi{+persp(xi)}]] c,w,g (the value ofxi{+persp(xi)} with respect to con-

text c, world w, and assignment g) is defined iff g(xi) is ranked high in
the ER of c.
If defined, [[xi{+persp(xi)}]] c,w,g = g(xi).

(cf.) a. The logical form ofshe:
xi{+female(xi)∧−agent(xi)∧−addressee(xi)}

b. [[xi{+female(xi)∧−agent(xi)∧−addressee(xi)}]] c,w,g is defined iff
g(xi) is female, g(xi) is not the agent (the speaker) of c, and g(xi)
is not the addressee of c.
If defined, [[xi{+female(xi)∧−agent(xi)∧−addressee(xi)}]] c,w,g

= g(xi).

There is inherent vagueness in the definedness condition ofzibun, which is similar in
kind to those found in the meanings of expressions likemost, many, andhigh; “be
ranked high (in a poset)” in (33b) can be rephrased, more formally, as follows:

(34) x is ranked high in poset〈X,≥〉 iff (i) x ∈ X and (ii) for mosty such that
y ∈ X, x ≥ y.

It must be noted that the referent ofzibundoes not need to be the individual that re-
ceives thehighestdegree of empathy (among all individuals); if this was the case, only
the speaker could be the referent ofzibundue to the Speech Act Empathy Hierarchy
mentioned in section 2.1.2.

To give an example of the logical form of a sentence containing empathiczibun,
(10b) roughly translates as follows (the tense and the empathy-sensitivity ofkureruare
ignored):13

(35) ιx: [book’(x) ∧ lend’(hanako’,x, y{+persp(y)})][read’(taro’,x)]

Syntactic co-indexation should guarantee that [[y]] c,w,g = [[taro’]] c,w,g (= Taro). Here, I
leave out how exactly this process is carried out (see also note 12).

The relative condition can be stated, among other ways, as a constraint at the level
of syntax/semantics interface. Building on the HPSG framework (Pollard and Sag
1994), let us assume that a predicative word (verb, adjective, or argument-taking noun)

13As the meaning language, I assume an intensional logic where denotations of predicate constants like
lend’ are relativized to worlds. This choice does not have any direct bearing on the present discussion.
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has a (partial) feature structure along the lines of (36), and empathiczibunhas (37):

(36) A partial representation of the three-argument verbkas-u‘lend’:











syn|head verb

sem|lf λx[λy[λz[lend’(z, y, x)]]]

arg-st

〈

NP[nom], NP[acc], NP[dat ]
〉











(37) A partial representation of empathiczibun:













syn|head noun

sem





mode persp

lf x0

{

+persp(x0)
}

















The empathy locus requirement of empathiczibuncan be posed as a constraint on
expressions with a particular semantic feature in relation to theARG-ST list, like other
types of binding conditions (e.g. Principles A and B) widely adopted in the HPSG
literature (Pollard and Sag 1992, 1994; Manning and Sag 1999):

(38) Principle E:
A pov-o-phor (an expression with [SEM|MODE persp]) must be a local empa-
thy locus (with respect to context/world/assignment of evaluation).

where

(39) X[ SEM|LF α] is a local empathy locus with respect to context c, world w, and
assignment g iff for all Y[SEM|LF β] such that Y is on the sameARG-ST list
as X is, either (i) [[α]] c,w,g outranks [[β]] c,w,g within the ER of c or (ii) [[α]] c,w,g =
[[β]] c,w,g.

5 Conclusion

This paper discussed the distinction of and correlations among the three types of lin-
guistic perspectives, logophoricity, empathy, and deixis, and argued that the first two
play important and distinct roles in anaphora. The distinction of logophors and pov-
o-phors (empathy-sensitive anaphoric expressions) allows us to establish a more com-
plete typology of anaphoric expressions. There is still much to be investigated on
anaphora based on empathy. What is the exact licensing condtions of pov-o-phors
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other than empathiczibun? What is the possible range of cross-linguistic variety? Why
do pov-o-phors tend to be homophonous to logophors and/or reflexive anaphors? These
questions are left open for future inquiry.
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